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ABSTRACT

Strategic management in a port system is complex since the Port Community has to coordinate actions and generate synergy among all the private actors that integrate the export and import logistics chains, trade associations and trade unions. Based on the opinion of the port experts and the analytical network process (ANP), the research identifies the relevant criteria for strategic, business and operational decision-making in the Port Community, in the technological and risk contexts. With the criteria found and considering the strategic alignment that is required, management indicators are constructed. Based on a generic model, a new strategic conceptual model (PORTGD) of ANP for decision management is designed for the Port Community, a cause and effect analysis is carried out and a sensitization study is performed on the nodes. The discussion of the results and conclusions highlights the importance of technological investment, control of port security and good practices for the port system investigated.
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1. Introduction

Medium-sized Chilean ports are considered as systems that permanently interact with a technological and risk macro-environment; they are part of a complex network of private and public actors who are interrelated to provide cargo services for import and export operations (Durán & Cordova, 2016). The port system is coordinated by the Port Community which is part of the business Core and, by port law, plays the role of governance. The PC is composed of private companies such as the Port Administrator and the internal and external port terminals, whose concession has been granted by the State of Chile. The PC permanently interacts with a PESTE macro-environment (political, economic, social, technological and environmental) and is responsible for the decision-making process related to the Port Strategic Management (Durán & Cordova, 2016; Hao & Song, 2016).
The decisions made by the companies that are the Core of the business are multiple and complex, they can increase or decrease the degree of synergy between the private and public actors of the port system and therefore affect: the competitiveness of the port and the integration/collaboration between the actors of the export and import logistics chains (Carlan et al., 2016; Wei, 2010; Zhong et al., 2011). Strategies are also relevant for defining the strategic/operational objectives of communication and technology processes, where multiple decisions are made to optimize the flow of information (Durán & Córdova, 2015; Keceli, 2011) and improve the control of port activities (Van Oosterhout et al., 2007). The Port Community, for its role of coordinator of the system, is responsible for the decision-making process; it has to set varied objectives and choose the best possible alternatives to increase profitability. In order to do this, it is necessary to reduce the costs related to Information and Communication Technologies by means of implementing/safeguarding: the efficient use of stakeholders’ infrastructure (Keceli, 2011), security of connections between users (Van Oosterhout et al., 2007), legality in transactions (Carlan et al., 2016), rapid access to information through electronic platforms (Aydogdu & Aksoy, 2015), compliance with standards and regulations (Carlan et al., 2016), among others. At the same time, it has to manage the data of the Information and Technology Processes of the port terminals. So, there is a collaborative platform to make the handling of the great amount of information generated more effective (Durán & Córdova, 2015).

Then, from the information implicit in the strategies and the processes of information management, it is possible to obtain strategic knowledge, which can be used as the basis for the decision-making over multiple criteria in an organization (Do Carmo et al., 2016; Wu & Lee, 2007). In particular, it can be observed that each port actor has defined strategies containing information that can be classified accordingly with the multi-criteria of the macro environment PESTE (political, economic, social, technological and environmental), which together evidence the degrees of strategic synergy generated in the port system (Durán & Córdova, 2016). There is a very complex synergic network in which each actor has to align his strategic decisions with his strategic and operational objectives (Montibeller & Belton, 2006) and all of the actors in the port system should be aligned with the strategic decisions of the Port Community (Durán & Córdova, 2015).

To solve problems about multiple decisions made in a network, the Analytical Network Process model (ANP) can be used, which is a generalization of the Analytical Hierarchical Processes model (AHP) (Yang et al., 2013). The ANP model better analyzes the complexity of a system, since it provides all the interactions between the objectives and the control criteria; the networks of influence relations that are generated between the elements and groups of elements that are investigated (Yang et al., 2013).

In order to identify the criteria and relevant decisions that the Port Community has to undertake, the ANP will be used to investigate in depth the strategic, tactical and operational relationships in the contexts of technology and risk; that is, it is possible to explore the strategies and objectives of an organization by structuring a network including clusters, nodes, alternatives and their inner and outer dependencies (Wu & Lee, 2007; Yang et al., 2013). With the ANP model, we can apply criteria to study the interaction and dependence between two elements, also the dependency structure of the model allows the analysis of the network and the degrees of dependence that exist in the relationships of pairs of elements that are investigated; it is possible to identify relationships and cause and effect maps (Montibeller & Belton, 2006). Hsu (2011) and Wu & Lee (2007) state that the ANP model has also been used: to study the management of green logistics chains in the evaluation of strategies (Cao et al., 2010), in alignment with and for developing performance evaluation indices based on Balanced Scorecard in knowledge management, among others (Wu & Lee, 2007; Yang et al., 2013). Finally, it is emphasized that there is a lack of research related to the influence of risk and technology on decisions made in such a complex system as a public port granted in concession to private companies, using the ANP model.

The article is structured in the following way: it starts by providing a brief description of the actors who integrate the port system, then follows the design of a new ANP decision model for the Port Community
based on strategic necessities of the port system, then follows the design of a new ANP decision model for the Port Community based on strategic needs of the port system, to continue with the application of the new ANP model; finally, the results are analysed, synergetic relationships are discussed and the conclusions of the investigation are proposed.

2. Material and method

2.1. Description of port actors

As shown in Fig. 1, the Port System is composed of: the Port Community comprising the Port Authority and the Externalized/Internal Terminals, private companies providing logistics services, Labor Unions and Trade Associations. Exist degrees of synergy, collaboration, coordination and transfer of economic/physical resources and information among the actors in the network of the port system. Each actor who participates in the port system makes individual decisions in order to support the activities that contribute to the fulfillment of the strategic and operational objectives defined by the Port Community.

![Fig. 1. Port private actors. Adapted (Durán & Córdova, 2015)](image)

2.2. Identification of the current problem

The various actors in the export and import logistics chains represent a big challenge, especially because of their cultural differences and diversity of interests, reflected in a lack of alignment of their objectives. Likewise, their relationships with the macro- and micro-environment are a source of permanent stimuli that generate stress in the system (Durán & Cordova, 2016).

What directly affects the strategic planning of the Port Community is the interaction between the Port Authority, the Internal /Outsourced Terminals and the Labor Unions, since if they do not come to a labour agreement, activities can be paralyzed for short or long periods of time; this situation affects the competitiveness of the port and subjects it to significant levels of risk, which can be observed when the activities of the export and import logistics chains are paralyzed.

With regard to technology, it is observed that not all of the actors in the port system have the same technology or the same degree of integration with the other actors concerning the information and documentation processes. However, due to globalization, more and more actors must adopt new technologies and innovative practices for the information and communication processes, define strategies with the purpose of increasing service demands and achieving a more competitive port; in addition, more technology is needed to process a large amount of data generated by the management of the logistics chains, more collaborative platforms are needed to improve the planning and traceability of port activities. Another important factor to consider is the automation of control activities in terms
of coordination and control of the flow of cargo at entry and exit areas from the port; technology can also be incorporated in the storage, consolidation, de-consolidation of containers. Automation permits greater profitability and increases port security at gates, in the yard cranes, in the quay cranes and in transportation.

In Table 1 the strategic phrases of all port actors and their roles have been displayed in order to identify those actors who express in their strategic purposes they are currently making strategic decisions related to the technological and risk criteria, according to the strategic role they have in the port system (Durán, Sepulveda, & Carrasco, 2018; Sandhya & Garg, 2016).

Table 1
Multi-criteria classification of the strategies of the port actors, in the technological and risk context. Based (Durán et al., 2018).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Role of the actors</th>
<th>Generic strategic phrases of a port system related to the technological and risk aspects</th>
<th>Multi-criteria classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Port community</td>
<td>Core of the port business</td>
<td>“Ensure the provision of port services to the logistics chain and the customer, within a framework of a permanent technological innovation that provides high levels of quality of service”</td>
<td>Technological and risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exporter / importer / Freight forwarder</td>
<td>Clients</td>
<td>“To offer national and international clients high quality, efficient and reliable commercial solutions for maritime and terrestrial transport”</td>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs and shipping agency</td>
<td>Strategic partner</td>
<td>“Provide customers with a comprehensive logistics port service generating solutions of excellence and added value”</td>
<td>Technological and risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National and international bank / Maritime and land transport enterprise / Technology enterprise</td>
<td>Service providers</td>
<td>“Provide safe and timely solutions for import and export logistics chains”</td>
<td>Technological and risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chambers of customs, of maritime port and trade in Chile</td>
<td>Trade associations</td>
<td>“To coordinate and manage the trade union activity of our partners”</td>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade unions of the actors of the export and import logistics chains</td>
<td>Labor unions</td>
<td>“To ensure safety and welfare to all workers affiliated to the organization”</td>
<td>Risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Fig. 2, when comparing the strategic phrases of the Port Community with the attributes of the strategic phrases from other stakeholders, it is noted that the PC falls short of strategies that are relevant to clients, strategic partners, service providers, trade associations and labor unions. In order to confront the complexity of the port, it is necessary for the Port Community to make strategic management decisions that include the strategic needs of the other players that make up the port system, especially because it receives various stimuli linked to risk and technology, although caused by external factors to it, they affect its appropriate strategic decision-making process.

Fig. 2. Phrases and strategic attributes of port system, in the technological and risk context
If we compare the gaps between the strategic phrases of the Port Community and the strategic attributes required by the Port System, it is noted that the PC sees itself as a service provider of the logistics chain. Hence, the Port Community meets the attributes required through other actors, and those attributes should be included in its strategic phrases on aspects related to risk, such as: the connectivity of multimodal logistics, coordination of actions between stakeholders, and reliability fostered by good practices.

It is also observed that there are risk strategic attributes, generated by importers and exporters who demand fast and reliable solutions, which involve security and coordination of port actors in the execution of operational activities. Moreover, the technological strategic attributes from some private actors are in accord with the Port Community needs concerning technological innovation in multimodal logistic connectivity. The results of this analysis were confirmed with experts’ opinions in an interview with two senior executives from the Port Community, the experts selected the strategic attributes that are relevant to the PC.

Consequently, for the PC to make efficient and effective strategic decisions, it is necessary that its mission includes all the strategic attributes required by the port system, the interests of all actors should be integrated so that the Port Community could play its core business role, which would increase the degree of synergy between the actors. By complementing the strategic phrases of the PC with the strategic attributes of the port system, it is possible to obtain a single mission:

“Coordinate the multimodal port logistics chain by ensuring a comprehensive port service provision for customers, within a framework of permanent technological innovation with high levels of quality of service”. It is necessary to emphasize that this new mission would place the Port Community in a position of leadership with respect to the actors of the logistics chain.

The relevant strategic objectives or alternatives are defined and selected according to the opinion of two port experts from the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications belonging to the State of Chile, it is worth mentioning that this organization is consulted because ports are publicly owned and are granted under concession to private businesses. The experts say that the most relevant strategic alternatives that have to be complied, in the technological and risk context, are related to: management of information technology, control of port security, good practices and investment in technology and innovation.

Table 2

| Nodes or strategic/operational indicators, in the technological and risk context |
|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| **Strategy (clusters)**          | **Indicators (nodes)**          |
| Technological innovation (T)     | T1: Amount of continuous education programs linked with technology.  |
|                                  | T2: Percentage of resources aimed at innovation by the Port Authority.  |
|                                  | T3: Rate of Integral technology projects to automate transaction processes among the actors of the logistics chain.  |
|                                  | T4: Number of technological investments for multimodal logistics and connectivity.  |
| Coordination of actions (O)      | O1: Total permits for using port area.  |
|                                  | O2: Rate of access to restricted zones controlled by the Port Community.  |
|                                  | O3: Number of actions for risk prevention in cargo transportation by sea and land.  |
|                                  | O4: Total of contracts used in port security.  |
| Compliance (C)                   | C1: Number of fulfilled compromises under ethical behavior in port activities.  |
|                                  | C2: Number of penalties for non-compliance with quality standards agreed by the Port Authority.  |
|                                  | C3: Approved certifications rate.  |
|                                  | C4: Labour accident index.  |
|                                  | C5: Rate of prompt online processed documentation.  |
| Influence on other actors (I)    | I1: Number of documentary controls in the port area.  |
|                                  | I2: Rate of Labour union proposals.  |
|                                  | I3: Percentage of information transferred from terminals to the Port Authority.  |
Furthermore, each strategic attribute has to be controlled and measured with strategic/operational indicators that represent the following nodes: definition of standards, guide of good practices for port logistic communities, interoperable maritime single window design for export and import logistics chains, design of integrated electronic platforms for the Port Community to facilitate port operations. In Table 2, the nodes are designed for each cluster.

The results of this analysis were confirmed with the experts’ opinion in interview with two senior executives from the Port Community.

2.3. Design of the PORTGD model for the Port Community

Fig. 3 shows how the application of the ANP model is related to data, information and explicit knowledge relevant to the decision-making by managers.

In order to design a generic conceptual model for a port (PORTGD) in the technological and risk context, the conceptual process of the multiple attribute group decision-making method (MAGDM) is used (Kabak & Ervural, 2017). PORTGD is composed of stages of structuring and evaluation in which the clusters, alternatives and nodes detailed above are identified, as well as a port expert from the Port Community that is linked to the decisions of Strategic Management. The expert delivers his individual preferences, which are registered in the Superdecision software that applies the ANP (Analytical Network Process); the ANP model allows the comparison within clusters of elements (inner dependence) and among clusters (outer dependence) (Creative Decision Foundation, 2016; Saaty, 2001).

Fig. 3. Conceptual PORTGD model in the technological and risk context. Based (Kannan et al., 2014)

Fig. 4 shows an ANP conceptual model that will be applied in the PC, which is based on Table 2, in the strategic alternatives previously found and in the structuring / construction stage of the PORTGD model.
This analysis was validated by interviewing two experts from the Port Community.

3. Results

3.1. Application of the ANP model

As shown in Fig. 3 in the structuring / construction stage of the PORTDG model, the preferences of the port expert are entered in the software Super decision, the pairwise comparisons are carried out according to the fundamental scale of values; with values from 1 to 9, where if the expert chooses 1, it shows equal importance between two elements that can be the ordered pairs that are formed by the combination of alternatives, clusters or nodes. If the expert chooses a higher number, there is greater influence from one element over another; in particular 9 represents an extreme importance of one element over another (Saaty & Vargas, 2012). The judgment expert values entered into the software generate the positive matrix $A$, the eigenvalues are formulated to obtain the priority vector with the eigenvector $w$ (or weights) and $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ is its maximum eigenvalue (Ocampo & Seva, 2016):

$$Aw = \lambda_{\text{max}}w$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

It is verified that the judgment given by the port expert is consistent through the consistency index (CI), which is considered that the closer to zero the smaller the inconsistency (Saaty & Vargas, 2012). The consistency ratio (CR) is calculated (Alonso & Lamata, 2006), as shown in:

$$CI = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}} - n}{n - 1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$RI = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}} - n}{n - 1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$CR = \frac{CI}{RI} < 0.1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

With $n= \text{number of elements}$, $RI= \text{random index}$.

According to Saaty & Vargas (2012) eigenvectors are calculated and the supermatrix $W$ is obtained, as shown in:

$$\left( W_{i1}^{jt}, W_{i2}^{jt}, ..., W_{it}^{jt} \right)^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
In Fig. 5 appear the partial results obtained with the Super Decision software, it is noted in the Super matrix the degree of influence among alternatives and nodes of the model ANP model investigated. It is observed that the columns of each vector of the supermatrix represent the importance that all the elements have for each element of a cluster (Saaty & Vargas, 2012).

When analyzing the ordered pairs of each column of nodes, we can see that the highest influences are related to: commitments for ethical behavior in port activities (C1) / union proposals (I2), with sanctions for non-compliance with the quality standards agreed by the Port Authority (C2) / the proposals of the unions (I2) and with the total number of permits (O1) / documentary controls used in the port area (I1).

In relation to the lowest influences, they have links with: risk prevention actions by land and sea transport (O3) / speed of on-line processing of documentation (C5), contracts used in port security (O4) / speed of on-line processing of documentation (C5) and continuing education programs in technology (T1) / occupational accidents (C4). This analysis was validated by interviewing two experts from the Port Community.

Each sub-matrix $W_{ij}$ in the supermatrix column is normalized. By multiplying the supermatrix $W$ by the weighted matrix $A(a_{ij})$ we obtain the weighted supermatrix shown in Fig. 6, for the alternatives and nodes that were described in Fig. 4.
Finally, the limiting priorities of all elements of the stochastic matrix are calculated and the final priorities of the elements are indicated in Fig. 7.

It should be noted that the nodes most valued by the experts refer to the investment in technological innovation that improves the connectivity of the export and import logistics chains, the transfer of information among the actors and the documentary control of the activities carried out in the external and internal port terminals. There is also greater appreciation of technology and risk strategic decisions because they foster good practices and ensure port security control.

3.2. **Cause-effect analysis**

In order to determine cause-effect influences between two nodes, the Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory Model (DEMATEL) is used to determine cause-effect relationships between two nodes of the ANP model (Lee et al., 2011; Yang & Tzeng, 2008). DEMATEL is applied to the weighted weight matrix shown in Fig. 6: the elements of the matrix are normalized, the matrix of relations S is calculated, its columns and rows are summed and the criteria of the DEMATEL model are applied (Durán et al., 2018; Yang & Tzeng, 2011).

When comparing the results of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, it can be seen that the nodes that cause relations correspond to the decisions that the Port Community has to make to control on a daily basis the operational activities of the land transportation within the Terminals, including documentary, information control, ethical behavior and quality standards agreed by The Port Authority. Likewise, the investment in technology to improve multimodal logistics and connectivity is considered to be the cause, which is considered important for the public property medium-sized Chilean port, as it is part of the development strategies for Chile by the year 2030.

With respect to the effects shown in Fig. 8, they are related to technological education programs, automation process and technological innovation. In relation to trade unions, they are also relevant because they exert great power over port activities, especially because they can go on strike, which prevents the commercialization of goods with other countries, affecting the markets.

![Fig. 7. ANP model of the Port Community](image)
It can be said that the causes are linked to the short-term management decisions that are necessary for the daily operation of a port and that the effects are more related to the mid- and long-term planning decisions that promote technological innovation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analyzes is shown in Fig. 9, where different scenarios are generated by entering four values to the sensitization parameter $p$ in the Superdecision Software. This is done with the purpose of analyzing the weight each expert gives to the Port Community through to the different nodes of the ANP model. Note that if $p = 0.5$ we have the original values of Fig. 7 and if $p > 0.5$ means that the importance of the node increases (Saaty & Vargas, 2012).
Fig. 9. Sensitivity analysis for the ANP port model.

In relation to the ANP model for the Port Community, it is observed that the preferences of the nodes vary for the alternatives. In particular, there is a greater increase in node preference for alternatives in existing relationships: between ethical conduct commitments in port activities / good practices and port security contracts / access controls to restricted areas.

4.2. Implications of PORTGD model

A decision model has been designed for the actors involved in the port core business, the research includes all private actors that have a synergistic level of strategic relationship with the Port Manager and the internal / outsourced terminals, in the technological and risk aspects. The opinion of port experts has been used to make a diagnosis and the design of a decision-making model, which is not only based on the strategies defined by the Port Community but also represents the needs and expression of the entire port system.

By analyzing the decisions found in the strategic phrases of their missions, Figure 2 shows that actors of the port system express in their statements more attributes associated with risk than technology. As can be expected, port security becomes crucial since it affects action coordination of all actors participating in the import/export logistics chain, trade associations and social groups. With regard to alternatives, at the arrival and delivery of products in containers, to and from other countries, the port must permanently control all of its activities which represent a source of risk; for this reason, port experts consider good practices and security control as highly relevant. It is observed that according to port expert answers, logistic connectivity is important for the Port Community, which is in accord with the Strategic Plan of the country because it states the need of investing in new roads for land transportation of cargo. With reference to documental control and information transference, there is a need of integrated and collaborative platforms that facilitate information management among all actors, making the Port Community Control Management more efficient and effective.

Because the port is publicly owned, it is important to say that the ANP model agrees with the concerns of the Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications (MTT), which by law has to coordinate and regulate port actions. The MTT has determined as strategic goals the definition of interoperability standards and good practices, and the integration / coordination of information technologies among the port actors that integrate the export and import logistics chain and the public actors that exercise the role of inspectors of the physical goods that enter and leave the port. In relation to the State’s concerns about ports, they include data security, the elimination of barriers to interoperability, and the scalability of digital services and transactions.
5. Conclusions

Furthermore, with the results found in the research it is possible to conclude that the Port Community has an important need to invest in technological innovation; consequently, it has to request the State more economic resources to generate new technological projects. Another important aspect to consider is that innovation requires a cultural change, so the Port Manager and the internal / outsourced Terminals have to adapt to new information and communication processes that can affect the Port Community’s synergy with the Companies providing logistics services, social groups and trade associations. Thus, by incorporating more technological innovation it would be closer to meeting the strategic solutions that our country needs for the year 2030, in which it is proposed to develop technological solutions applied to the port productive processes that add value to each stage of the process and that help to cope with the demanding standards linked with the environment and port security. Chile could reduce gaps with other world-class ports and could become a strategic platform in Latin America.

The main limitation of the present study was the lack of research that exists in ANP management models in Chilean ports and other places around the world. It should be noted that the study only makes a diagnosis to identify the important aspects that need to be improved in decision making by port managers and shows the synergy relationships that can be generated in Management Control.

It is emphasized that more research on the subject is required, especially, to investigate in more detail each element of the ANP model.
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